Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read each sentence and choose the correct word from the word bank.

Word Bank

continuous fearful fictitious grateful
joyful marvelous thunderous various

1. Mandy was _______________ that her team would lose because it was a very close game.

2. Grocery stores offer coupons for _______________ items in their flyers each week.

3. Cory returned to the stage to _______________ applause following his flawless performance.

4. The couple announced the _______________ news that they were expecting a baby.

5. The _______________ noise from the car alarm kept everyone from sleeping.

6. We were scared during the movie, but at the same time we knew that the story was _______________.

7. The _______________ noise from the car alarm kept everyone from sleeping.

8. After a long day in the sun, I was so _______________ for the ice-cold lemonade.